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POST 435 GUN CLUB 
WORK DAY and PROJECTS TO BE DONE 
CALL THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER TO ARRANGE TIME WHEN AVAILBLE 
Up dated 8/6/21 

NEED: 
An area designated for metal storage for future re-use. 
An area for metal storage for future recycle. 
An area to store old lumber for future recycle or grinding. 
Check for enough paint brushes, scrapers, etc. 
? The wood chipper made ready for use. Who is to run the chipper? 
Milled lumber, 4x4, 6x6, logs. 
2X4’s are in the scout house. 
Wrenches. 
? Shingles, tar paper and roof decking boards for the wood storage shed. 
A decision regarding the pavilion’s toilet/shower units…… toilet/showers have been revamped for use. 

NEED TO PURCHASE OR RENT: …. Check supplies and tools at the call house and storage buildings before 
purchasing anything. 
(rent) A high reach plaMorm to paint the high house upper areas. 
Sand paper and sand paper holders. 
Various paints: green, barn brown, white,(flat or gloss)? 
Paper towel. 
Mineral spirits. 
Grass seed. 
Wood paint primer. 
Metal paint primer. 
(rent) Oxygen/acetylene torch for cuTng pipe. 
? A large quanVty of 1” rock (numerous cubic yards). 

WORK MATERIALS, CLOTHING, TOOLS: 
Clothing that can get paint on, muddy, wet. 
Work gloves. 
Knee pads. 
Hip waders. 
Chest waders. 
Eye protecVon. 
Chain saws (with gas, oil, tools), axes, come-alongs, trailers, wheel borrows, dirt shovels, tarps to hall 
leaves to the dump area, rakes (fan and hard), carpentry saws (manual and electric), hammers, remote 
and/or pneumaVc powered framing nail guns, roofing nail guns, gas powered generators, tar paper 
staplers and staples, gas and/or electric powered compressors, heavy duty (10ga, 12ga, 14ga) electric 
cords. 
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SCOUT HOUSE: 
The deck is in a condiVon of dry rot and needs to be replaced, or at a minimum removed so that no one 
can fall through roTng boards.  Reexamine the condiVon of the deck in the fall of 2021. 

The head board for the deck is also in a condiVon of dry rot and needs to be replaced before a new deck 
can be installed.  In addiVon, matching siding needs to be located. .  Reexamine the condiVon of the deck 
in the fall of 2021. 

DONE There is a picnic bench half buried across the road from the scout house that needs to be 
removed and taken apart.  The metal legs and bracings are to be recycled, or if in good condiVon 
stockpiled for future use. 

DONE The logs and other Vmber on or about the picnic bench near the scout house need to be removed 
and placed significantly farther into the brush/swamp area east of the scout house, or other area as 
directed. 

FIREARM SAFETY (FAS) TRAINING AREA: 
There are two (2) log structures crossing the stream.  Both structures need to be removed and rebuilt, or 
removed and, between the two, pick the best logs and build one new crossing.  This job will take a lot of 
man power to move the logs as well as build new stream bank support structures. 

DONE The steps leading down to the stream need to be cleaned off. Any loose or robed Vmbers to be re-
secured or replaced as needed. 

DONE Across from the FAS area there is a grill that may or may not be useable.  If it is useable, clean it 
up and get it ready for use.  If it is not useable, remove it to a metal recycle area that will be designated. 

OTHER AREAS: 
TO BE CHECKED South of the caretaker’s house is a dump containing grills, picnic benches, etc.  The 
metal parts are to be reclaimed for reuse or recycle.  The lumber, Vmber etc. is to be moved to the 
designated area for future recycle or grinding.  Aeer all of the various materials are removed, the area is 
to be raked and cleaned. 

TO BE CHECKED East of the caretaker’s house is another dump containing various grills, picnic benches, 
junk, etc.  The metal parts are to be reclaimed for reuse or recycle.  The lumber, Vmber etc. is to be 
moved to the designated area for future recycle or grinding.  Aeer all of the various materials are 
removed, the area is to be raked and cleaned. 

TO BE CHECKED East of the caretaker’s house is an open area for camping and picnic containing grills, 
picnic benches and other junk.  The useable items are to be made ready for use.  That which cannot be 
made useable is to be broken down and have the metal parts stockpiled for reuse or recycle.  The 
lumber, Vmber etc. is to be moved to the designated area for future recycle or grinding. Aeer all of the 
various materials are removed, the area is to be raked and cleaned. 
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PAVILION: 
BATHROOMS HAVE BEEN MADE USEABLE If the decision is to destroy both bathrooms: remove all 
toilets, sinks, mirrors, interior cubical walls, benches, and any other removable items.  Recycle all metals.  
All non-metals, carefully reduce these pieces to smaller sizes and place in the dumpster. 

AREA AROUND THE CALL HOUSE, TRAP and SKEET RANGES: 
AT the call house; dig a two (2) foot diameter hole at least two (2) feet deep at the end of each long drain 
pipe extension.  Line the hole with filter fabric and fill with one (1) inch river rock.  Line the top of the 
hole with garden edging.  The river rock fill shall be lee flat. 

Fill, rake, seed and other requirements as needed to fix the Vre ruts in the grassy areas. 

Repair brown wood furniture at the call house as needed. 

Rake up the broken trap and skeet clays. 

Install the downspout extension tubes at the call house area. 

Remove the gubers from the wood storage shed.  Remove and replace all damaged and/or robed wood 
structure behind the gubers.  Prime and paint the wood.  Reinstall all gubers aeer the paint work is 
finished.  Do not start this work unless there is sufficient lumber, wood primer, paint, and brushes ready 
for use. 

The age and condiVon of the wood storage shed shingles? 
If necessary, remove and replace the paper underlayment and shingles.  Suggest this work be bided out 
to roofing companies. 

The up-right Logs along the road of the skeet area need to be removed and replaced. Do not start this 
work unless there are sufficient logs ready for use.  Is there a need for these logs, or can the holes just be 
filled in and seeded? 

Remove all of the stored items in the aTc of the call house.  This will require a face mask, gloves, ladder 
and head light. 

Straighten the high house fence. 

DONE The metal, shotgun paberning structure needs to be straightened and braced so it stays upright. 

DONE There is a shooVng posiVon with gun rack along the road leading to the rifle range, is this posiVon 
used?  If not, remove all materials, rake and clean the area. 
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PAINTING: 
- Prime and paint the new wood placed on the wood storage shed before the gubers are reinstalled.  
 - Scrape and paint the call house overhang (white). 
- Scrape and paint the call house window shubers (white). 
- Scrape, sand and paint both of the score keeper’s benches (gray). 
- Scrape and paint the low house fencing (white). 
- Scrape and paint the low house west wall (gray). 
- Scrape and paint the overhang on the wood storage shed aeer wood repairs have been made (white). 
- The high house needs to be scraped and painted, especially the east side, white area where the clays 
are ejected (white). Suggest a high reach plaMorm. 
- Paint the pistol house exterior doors aeer they have been reworked (gray). 
- Scrape and paint the pistol house areas above each door (white). 
? Clean, scrape and paint the outside of both trap machine block houses (green). 
? Scrape and paint the interiors of the trap machine block houses (white block paint). 
COVER THE TRAP MACHINES BEFORE ANY WORK IS DONE INSIDE THE TRAP HOUSES. 
- Scrape, sand and paint the brown wood furniture at the call house aeer any repairs (barn brown). 
- Scrape, sand and paint the twenty five (25) yard shooVng bench and stool aeer repairs (gray). 
- Scrape and sand the picnic benches at the call house. Do not paint these benches. 
- Scrape, sand, prime and paint the blocking gate to the rifle ranges (red). 
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PISTOL HOUSE, PISTOL RANGE and RIFLE RANGES: 
Each exterior door approach needs to be dug out to about 6” – 8” deep.  Install filter fabric and 1” river 
rock to level ground.  This will create water drainage instead of water entry to the building.  SuggesVon 
would be to remove any concrete approach pads and replace them with rock. 

Both exterior doors of the pistol house operate poorly. The doors need to be removed, reframed and 
reinstalled.  This may require the purchase of new steel doors with frames, lock ways drilled and hinge 
pads in place. 
Both exterior doors are now fully hinged.  The east door is sVll somewhat sVff to open or close.  The 
idea of replacing both doors and frames will be revisited at a later Vme.  There is the possibility of on-site 
manufacturing of custom door frames. 

Check the pistol house uprights for space between the tops of the uprights and the roof structure.  If 
there is space, then a repair is to be designed and forwarded to the board for review. 

Inspect and remove any unusable wheeled chairs at the ranges.  The unusable chairs are to be placed in 
the pavilion for later inspecVon, repair, or disassembled for recycle and spare parts. 

Empty the pistol house then sweep and clean it out. 

Lay in a pistol house ceiling with sheets of plywood on top of the raeers. 

Rake and clean up of the cartridge cases at the pistol range and all rifle ranges.  Aeerwards, install road 
fill gravel in front of the shooVng lanes and rake it in to place as needed. 

Add road fill to any depression areas in front of the pistol targets. 

Repair or replace the twenty five (25) yard bench and stool as needed. 

The fiey (50) yard rifle range, wooden, target walkway needs to be leveled. 

The fiey (50) yard rifle range target, rock, walkway needs rock fill. 

The one hundred (100) yard bullet catch berm and wood structure needs extensive repairs.  This work 
will require heavy equipment, numerous people, large pieces of lumber and logs.  It is suggested that 
this work be done professionally. This work will also require plans and specs. to be made to hand out to 
potenVal contractors. 

The  two hundred (200) yard range front wooden structure, that protects personnel working the targets, 
needs to be disassembled, earthwork done to allow the Vmbers to be installed straight and level and 
then reassembled. 

The two hundred (200) yard range rear berm log structure has logs that have moved/slipped out of 
place.  The logs need to be put back in place and pinned. 

The two hundred (200) yard range bullet catch area has a wood structure that is missing boards and/or 
boards coming off and needs to be repaired. 

DONE A wooden barrel top at the one hundred (100) yard firing line needs to be replaced. 
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DONE Several horizontal, target boards on the pistol range need to be removed and replaced.  There are 
2x4’s in the scout house and possibly the pavilion. 

MISC.: 
Install a rock pad at the sign-in post area to keep people from standing in mud while signing in. 

Rake and clean up of the areas around the caretaker’s house, call house, skeet range, camping area, and 
rifle ranges. 

Remove and repair duck boat seats as needed. 

Roadway from the 100 yard firing line to the 200 yard targets needs to be rocked. 

Brush the main road. 

Check the enVre area for old picnic benches and grills that need to be removed and destroyed in the 
same manner as the other benches and grills. 

Check all picnic and camping area electrical outlets.  If they are not usable, repair or remove them. 

The skeet range, low house, concrete pad is broken. 

Rent a wheeled magneVc pick-up to collect casings at the pistol and rifle ranges. 

**The metal pieces that are stored near the Scout House need to be taken to a metal recycler. 

Call the electric company that installed our trap lights and have them come out and straighten the light 
that is Vpped over.  This will require a night session to aim the light. 

Done The number three (3) sand barrel top, along the driveway near the call house, is destroyed and 
needs to be replaced, painted and weather sealed. 

DONE Remove all garbage from the waters around the 50 yard rifle range. 

DONE Roadway potholes to be filled and packed. 


